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OVERVIEW OF THE TALK

• Brief overview of some
empirical studies
evaluating RG tools using
tracking data (limit-
setting, personalized
messaging, pop-up
messaging

• Other ways to use online
tracking data

• Implications for other
problematic online
behaviours

• Conclusions
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LIMIT SETTING IN GAMBLING
(Auer & Griffiths, 2013)

• Data collected from a representative
random sample of 100,000 players
who gambled on the win2day
gambling website

• During a three-month period, all
voluntary time and/or money limit
setting behaviour by a subsample of
online gamblers (n=5000) within this
mandatory framework was tracked
and recorded for subsequent data
analysis.

• From the 5,000 gamblers, the 10%
most intense players (as measured
by theoretical loss) were further
investigated.
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• Voluntary spending limits
had the highest significant
effect on subsequent
monetary spending among
casino and lottery gamblers.

• Monetary spending among
poker players significantly
decreased after setting a
voluntary time limit.

• Therefore, voluntary limits
appear to show voluntary
limit setting had an
appropriate effect in the
desired target group (i.e.,
the most gaming intense
players).
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LIMIT SETTING AND GAMBLER LOYALTY
(Auer, Hopfgartner & Griffiths, 2020)

• The effect of voluntary limit-
setting on player loyalty was
evaluated over time using
tracking data provided by
Kindred Gaming

• Anomymized dataset of
175,818 players who had
placed at least one bet or
gambled at least once
during January 2016 to May
2017

• The dataset comprised a
20% random sample of the
total player population of
Kindred
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• Sample was divided into ten
playing intensity groups
based on amount of money
wagered

• The percentage of active
players in the first quarter of
2017 was higher in the group
of players who had set
voluntary money limits in the
first quarter of 2016
compared to players that did
not

• Suggests players that set
voluntary spending limits are
more loyal compared to those
who do not).



LIMIT-SETTING AND LONG-TERM SPENDING
(Auer, Hopfgartner & Griffiths, 2020)
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• Study examined whether setting of
voluntary monetary limits had any
effect on online gambling expenditure
over a one-year period

• Study comprised 49,560 players
provided by Kindred

• Results showed among most gambling-
intense players, those who set
voluntary limits gambled significantly
less money a year later compared with
those who had not.

• Those with high gambling intensity
more likely to be problem gamblers -
limit-setting appears to be an effective
responsible gambling tool
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SLOTS POP-UP EMPIRICAL STUDY
(Auer & Griffiths, 2015)

• Self-appraisal feedback,
normative feedback, and
cognitive belief feedback,
have never been
empirically examined in
any real-world online
gambling setting.

• This study investigated
the effects of a normative
and self-appraisal pop-up
message among online
slot machine players on a
real online gambling site
(i.e., win2day)
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• In September 2013, the content of the win2day pop-up
message was changed and

• New pop-up addressed self-appraisal, provided normative
feedback, and addressed cognitive beliefs commonly found
among gamblers.

• The new pop-up message (translated from German, the native
language used on the Austrian site) reads:

• “We would like to inform you, that you have just played 1,000
slot games. Only a few people play more than 1,000 slot
games. The chance of winning does not increase with the
duration of the session. Taking a break often helps, and you
can choose the duration of the break”

• The reasoning behind the messaging is as follows:
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• The reasoning behind the messaging is as follows:

• “We would like to inform you, that you have just
played 1,000 slot games”: This objectively informs players
about the behavior they engaged in.

• “Only a few people play more than 1,000 slot games”:
This provides normative feedback. Only 1.5% of playing
sessions exceeds 1,000 consecutive slot games

• “The chance of winning does not increase with the
duration of the session”: This addresses a common
misbelief among gamblers (i.e., the gamblers’ fallacy).

• “Taking a break often helps, and you can choose the
duration of the break”: This provides advice and leaves the
decision up to the player and is in line with the techniques of
motivational interviewing (Millner & Rollnick, 1991)
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• Accessed two representative
random samples of 800,000
sessions before and after the
pop-up message was changed.

• The total dataset comprised
1,600,000 game sessions that
contained at least one slot
game (70,000 gamblers).

• We hypothesized that the
changed message content
would lead to an increase in
gamblers terminating their
gambling session after playing
1,000 consecutive slot games
compared to the previous
message (i.e., Auer et al,
2014).
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• Of the 11,232 sessions
that lasted at least
1,000 games prior to the
pop-up message change,
75 sessions immediately
terminated after the
simple pop-up message
was shown (0.67%).

• After the new pop-up
was introduced, 169
sessions (of 11,878)
immediately terminated
when the pop-up
message was shown at
1,000 consecutive slot
games (1.39%).
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Number of sessions ended between 990 and 1,010 slot games
comparing simple pop-up message (pre-condition) and enhanced
pop-up message (post-condition)



PERSONALISED FEEDBACK STUDY 1
(Auer & Griffiths, 2015)

• Study evaluated the
effectiveness of mentor (a
responsible gambling tool)
among 1,015 online
gamblers at a European
online gambling site

• Compared their behavior
with matched controls
(n=15,216) on the basis
of age, gender, playing
duration, and theoretical
loss.
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• The results showed that
online gamblers receiving
personalized feedback
spent significantly less time
and money compared to
controls.

• The results suggest that
responsible gambling tools
providing personalized
feedback may help the
clientele of gambling
companies gamble more
responsibly

• May be of help those who
gamble excessively to stay
within their personal time
and money spending limits.
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PERSONALISED FEEDBACK STUDY 2
(Auer & Griffiths, 2020)

• Study evaluated the effectiveness
of targeted messages among
7,134 Swedish online gamblers
(ComeOn Group) - July 2019 to
January 2020.

• Results showed that online
gamblers receiving personalized
feedback (i.e., feedback
concerning their own actual
gambling behavior in the form of
text messages) wagered
significantly less money on both
the day they read a personalized
message and seven days after
they read a personalized message.
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IDENTIFTING PROBLEM GAMBLING ONLINE

• Different gambling activities
might have different markers
of gambling harm.

• We compared online casino
players and online sports
bettors via predictive
modelling using behavioural
tracking data (Ukhov,
Bjurgert, Auer & Griffiths,
2020).

• Objective was to identify and
quantify both common and
distinct markers that are
characteristic to casino and
sports problem gamblers.
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• Each gambler was ascribed
two binary variables (casino
player vs. sports bettor;
problem gambling exclusion
vs. no exclusion).

• 2500 gamblers were
randomly selected for a
thorough comparison,
resulting in a total of 10,000
participants.

• The volume of losses per
active day noticeably
contributed to problem
gambling-related exclusion
for both casino players and
sports bettors.
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• In sports gambling, number of
cash wagers per active day and
gambling via mobile devices
contributed the most to
problem gambling-related
exclusion

• In casino gambling, the volume
of money spent and gambling
via a desktop computer
contributed most to problem
gambling-related exclusion

• In short, our study showed that
there are different behavioural
predictors for problem
gambling-related exclusion
among casino gamblers and
sports bettors.
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TRACKING DATA TO EXAMINE GAMBLING AND ALCOHOL-
SERVING VENUES

(Leino, Molde, Griffiths et al., 2017)

• Study examined relationship
between gambling behavior in
alcohol-serving venues (ASVs) and
non-alcohol serving venues
(NASVs).

• The sample comprised 1452
observations of 726 individuals
using player card data

• In-session analysis showed that
gamblers staked less money in ASVs
than in NASVs but lost more money
in ASVs than in NASVs.

• Gamblers appear to be more willing
to take more risk in ASVs compared
to NASVs.
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TRACKING DATA TO EXAMINE GAMBLING AND VENUE SIZE
(Sagoe, Pallesen, Griffiths et al., 2017)

• Study examine gambling behaviour
in gambling venues venues with
one terminal; 2–5 terminals; 6–10
terminals; 11–16 terminals).

• Gambling data comprised 153,379
observations within 93,034
individual gamblers

• Venues with two or more terminals
were associated with gamblers
placing more bets, and spending
more time and money per session.

• However, gamblers had higher
losses (albeit small) in venues with
one terminal compared to venues
with 2–5 terminals.
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OTHER WAYS TO USE TRACKING DATA



IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON ONLINE GAMBLING
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IMPLICATIONS FOR OTHER PROBLEMATIC 
ONLINE BEHAVIORS

• Tools used by gambling operators could be used by gaming
operators and social media providers (e.g., limit-setting,
personalized messaging, mandatory breaks)

• Social media operators have already implemented some of these
tools but not the video gaming industry

• Tracking data from gaming operators and social media providers
could be used to look for variables involved in excessive use

• Tracking data could be used to look at patterns of use before,
during and post COVID-19 pandemic

• The simultaneous use of objective (tracking data) and subjective
(self-report) methodologies may reveal new insights about online
user behaviour
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CONCLUSIONS

• Behavioural tracking is an
innovative method way to
evaluate RG tools

• RG tools that use a player’s
tracking data can help some (but
not all) players

• Behavioural tracking data has
multiple uses

•Many of the ways that tracking
data have been used could be
applied to other online problem
behaviours
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THANK YOU FOR LISTENING!


